
WHITE DEATH

Simo "Simuna" HÃ¤yhÃ¤ nicknamed "White Death by the Red Army, was a Finnish sniper. He is believed to have killed
over men during the â€“40 Winter.

Though it did take several years to come back from being hit in the jaw with explosive ammunition, he
eventually made a full recovery and lived to the ripe old age of  He also noted that several targets had been
tipped off by the glint of light on the newer sniper lenses, and he was determined not to go down that way. He
lived a quiet life as a farmer before the war. Hint: You need to get angry and then do something with your
anger. The the smaller Nordic nation had just a handful of tanks and a little over aircraft. They were close. On
21 December , he achieved his highest daily count of 25 kills. Tens of thousands of lives were lost. He was
quite easily overlooked, which perhaps contributed to his superb sniping skills. Svensson credited him with
confirmed sniper kills and an equal number of kills by submachine gun , when he awarded him an honorary
rifle on 17 February  While one year may not be a long time, he obviously made the best of it: by the time he
was honorably discharged, he had been promoted to the rank of "Upseerioppilas Officerselev" corporal. And
stumble they did. He returned to life on the farm. He woke up on March 13, the same day that peace was
declared. His face was scarred by his wartime injury. He underwent 26 surgical operations after the war. Once
he found a spot with good visibility, he would lie in wait for the Russians to stumble across his path. His
sniping skills were bred from youth, albeit unintentionally. Later, he would credit his sniping skills to his
experience hunting, noting that when a hunter shoots a target, he must be able to observe both surroundings
and the impact of each shot. The bullet crushed his jaw and most of his left cheek was removed. The Ruskie
was joyed by the carousing and was disgusted when he was sent back. But it all worked in his favor.


